Save engineering time and reduce costs with RapidSource.
Leverage RapidSource to increase your competitiveness. Efficiently control costs, expand your scope of supply, and expedite delivery to your customers.

Low voltage MCC offer overview
- Enclosure Types: NEMA Type 1, Type 1A (gaskets), Type 12 and Type 3R
- Voltage Rating: 208 through 600 Volts; 3 phase; 3 or 4 wire
- Horizontal Bus Rating: 600, 800, 1200, 1600, 2000 and 2500 amps
- Vertical Bus Rating: 300 and 600 amps
- Bus Withstand Rating 42kA, 65kA, 85kA, and 100kA
- Main Circuit Breaker, Fused Switch or Main Lug Only
- Metering, Surge Protective Devices and Communications
- Circuit Breakers and Fusible Switches
- Starters (FVR, FVNR and RVAT)
- AC Drives and Soft Starters
- Distribution Panelboards and Transformers
- Automatic Transfer Switches: 600A and 800A, 480V 3 phase, 3 or 4 wire
- User Defined Specialty Compartments (Automation, Communications, etc.)
- Arc Resistant MCCs
- Closed Door Racking

Faster project turn around
RapidSource offers a more responsive, faster and flexible solution for your business.
- Shorter Equipment Lead Times
- Fast and easy quotation with online configuration tools
- Order and delivery tracking
- On-demand factory-approved drawings
- Product information
- Offer meets/exceeds industry standards (safety, reliability and innovation)
- Personalized support and news
- Technical Support
- Manufacturer training

schneider-electric.us/rapidsource
Expedite your order

RapidSource was specifically designed to address the challenges faced by System Integrators, Panel Builders, and OEMs.

Using our system for your motor control center project provides a simplified ordering process of complete Model 6 MCC lineups with premier 4 week shipment for most of the offer covered by the program.

This could be your success story …

Bid Project.
You’re working on an estimate for an open bid project that includes MCCs. With the online selector tool you are able to use RapidSource for your order and select most of the specified MCC features. The online selector tool allows you to quickly respond to addendum changes and provide an accurate quote. By doing some of the MCC control design and shop drawings in-house you are able to provide a competitive bid and increase your scope of supply.

Add Value.
You receive notice to proceed and you are able to quickly modify the MCC’s pre-engineered drawings downloaded from the selector in order to provide shop drawings for approval. You’ve eliminated the time needed previously for transferring information to and from the manufactures’ engineering team and the time required for custom engineering of the MCC. By making minor changes in-house to respond to shop drawing comments, you get customer approval in record time!

Delivery.
Upon receiving shop drawing approval from your customer, you release the order for manufacture. Your RapidSource order is quickly assembled, tested, and shipped within 4 weeks!

The MCC arrives at your shop to receive some additional control and network communication modifications. You quickly turn these around while ensuring the MCC integrates seamlessly with the other controls, software and communications you are providing. You ship the MCC to site ahead of schedule eliminating business risk and making your customers happy!

Stay Connected. Optimize.
It’s time to start up your controls and the MCC onsite. Your previous familiarity with the MCC and integration with your other controls allows you to install and startup the equipment smoothly and in record time! You’re now a preferred supplier of the customer!
Use RapidSource™ for your motor control center orders

- Main Lug Only
- Main Bus (Cu, AL)
- Feeders/Combination Starters Units (FVR/FVNR)
- Alistart 22/48 Soft starters
- Main Breaker
- Application-Rated Compac 6 starters
- Auto Transfer Switch
- Variable Speed Drives
- Surge Protection Devices
Learn more about how to Partner with Square D by Schneider Electric to win more business, reduce risk, and shorten project schedules.

Accessible from our main website, here are some links to useful content related to Motor Control Centers and the RapidSource Advantage.

For assistance or more information:

- Ask your authorized Schneider Electric Distributor
- Call at 888-SQUARED (888-778-2733)
- Scan QR code or visit www.schneider-electric.us/rapidsource

Schneider Electric Low Voltage Motor Control Centers Product Information:

Schneider Electric Control Panel Builder Portal Login / Registration:
https://www.schneider-electric.us/en/partners/channels/panel-builders/

Schneider Electric OEM Portal Login / Registration:
https://www.schneider-electric.us/en/partners/channels/oem/